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PROF. SETH FREEMAN
•
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•
•

Award-winning teaching professor at Columbia University
Best-selling author of the top-rated The Art of Negotiating the Best Deal
Teacher/Trainer/Consultant to >5000 leaders
Globally renowned for negotiation & conflict management expertise in China,
France, and around the world
• Quoted in The New York Times, The Washington Post and other major media

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON PROF. FREEMAN, VISIT PROFESSORFREEMAN.COM

A highly-renowned trainer/speaker/consultant, Prof.
Freeman leaves his participants and clients with the tools
and principles they need to win warmly, wisely, and well in
tough negotiations the next day and for years to come. His
clients and students have literally transformed their
industries, saved families, saved mergers, and found
unexpected paths to growth using his specially-designed
methods and timeless insights.
Prof. Seth Freeman,
JD, a professor of
negotiation &
conflict management
at Columbia
University and NYU Stern School of Business, is regarded as
one of the top professor each both programs and has
reached a global audience with his video course,
audiobook, international training practice, and visiting
professorships in China, France and other countries. An
innovator in the field, his specially-crafted tools and
methods has equipped thousands of negotiators to create
more peace and prosperity with less fear and more
confidence.

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING
“Seth Freeman is a star teacher and innovator in negotiation studies.” G. Richard Shell, Thomas
Gerrity Professor, The Wharton School of Business, author of Bargaining for Advantage.
“We selected Seth Freeman to lead this program, and the results were stellar.”
“As executives in a cyclical industry, we found ourselves looking at a challenging price environment
ahead of us. Margins were going to get tight, and we needed all hands on deck to maintain our
profitability and sustain our growth aspirations. A large part of our strategy to stay on track involved
service negotiations with our service providers. To be successful in this effort, we needed to train our
teams in the art of negotiating. Seth’s training evolved our negotiation strategy … to a more
sophisticated approach where conversations led to win-win deal creation. Not only were we able to
create deals that allowed us to meet our goals [saving $100 million in one year], our service providers
were able to meet their goals as well. While the deals we cut were tangible wins for both sides,
intangible benefits were also gained. Relationships with our service providers were strengthened, not
strained, as a result of the intense negotiation process, allowing us to achieve our vision to be “the
operator of choice” for our service providers. Lastly, Seth’s training was an engaging and enjoyable
experience for our employees, and we’re looking forward to having Seth return for another session.”
Toby Rice May 3, 2018 Former President, COO, and Founder of Rice Energy.
“Prof. Seth Freeman is an outstanding negotiation trainer…. We look forward to working with Prof.
Freeman again, and enthusiastically recommend him….” Tatiana Penney, Senior Manager, Gerson
Lehrman Group
“Prof. Freeman’s sessions consistently receive top ratings for the excellence of his present-ation
skills…. Even experienced diplomats tell us they gain a great deal from Prof. Freeman’s interactive,
engaging, and enthusiastic approach…. We very much look forward to future collaborations with
Prof. Freeman and strongly recommend him.” Taimi L. Stehlow, Program Administrator, Training and
Professional Development Program, International Peace Institute
“Thank you very much for your extremely insightful presentation…—I cannot even tell you how
much it has changed my perspective on business as well as relationships! I thought about the points
that [he] made and wisdom [he] imparted nearly all night….” GLG Training Participant
“Absolutely phenomenal seminar….I have already noticed an improvement in my rate negotiations
with new [talent].” GLG Training Participant
“Prof. Freeman is a very dynamic, engaging speaker so his session provided a lot of helpful
information and advice.” United Nations diplomat
“Put simply, Seth is world class teacher of negotiation and conflict management, and it is my
pleasure to recommend him to you very strongly.” Prof. Dr. J. David Slocum, Faculty Director of
EMBA Programs, Berlin School of Creative Leadership

TO BOOK PROF. FREEMAN FOR TRAINING, CONSULTING, KEYNOTE
SPEAKING OR COACHING, CONTACT [INSERT EMAIL ADDRESS]

